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ADRENALIZE, a hard rocking band from Kulmbach, 

was originally founded in the year 2006 by Andreas 

Ellner, who is lead guitarist and singer, as well as the 

only remaining founding member, to date. Mission: 

Playing that good ol‘ eighties hard rock stuff, bringing 

that musical style back into the minds of the people 

around and taking a notch which is not served that 

consequently by any other band around. Female 

fronted at first (which did not really work out), Andy 

took over the vocal duties himself at a certain point. 

Following up, there were several gigs around their 

home base, but unfortunately the lineup was not very stable, and so there were a few personal changes over the 

first couple of years. The lineup which proved itself to be kind of steady for the first time, was the so called „Mark V“, 

which came together by end of 2011 and was definitely a „back to the roots“ oriented cast, as all of the band’s 

members shared equal musical interests and also had similar musical origins. It was that lineup, that appeared to 

record their first studio demo CD, containing three cover songs. After another small lineup change - now to be titled 

„Mark VI“ – finally the current cast (Andy on lead guitar and lead vocals, Michael on rhythm guitar and backing 

vocals, Christoph on bass and Markus behind the drums) got together. The cover repertoire was constantly widened 

at that time, also containing a few songs now which were of heavier style than before, and for the first time ever in 

the band’s history – up to that day ADRENALIZE had been a pure cover band only – the process of writing own 

material was kicked off (which mainly was initiated by Andy and Michael being the „masterminds“). Under quite 

adverse circumstances (there was a fire in the building where their rehearsal room was located, following the 

temporary loss of it), ADRENALIZE started to record their first self entitled album in 2015. Recording started in early 

spring, and finally, in October, the debut album of ADRENALIZE was given birth to. The album contains eight songs, 

which obviously breathe the spirit of the late eighties and so there’s nothing more to say than – pointing back at the 

beginning: Mission? Accomplished! 

 

      Debut Album „ADRENALIZE“ 

      Recorded during spring 2015 at Gössmannsreuther Kulturschule 

      Mixed and mastered by Markus Plietsch @ www.authentic-audio.de 

 

      Tracklist: 1 Intro  

        2 Rock n Roll 

        3 Break out 

        4 Ship of fools 

        5 Sirens Cry 

        6 With you 

        7 Keep holding on 

        8 Hot Nights 

        9 Bitter Pill 

 

  


